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Conventional Computer Aided Design tools lack intuitivity for being used in
conceptual architectural design process. This paper identifies the impact of using
a haptic based VR 3D sketching interface for integrating novice designers’
cognitions and actions to improve design creativity. This study employs protocol
analysis for comparing the collective cognitive and collaborative design
protocols of three pairs of novice architectural designers in both 3D and manual
sketching sessions. Results show that the simple and tangible haptic based design
interface improved designers’ cognitive and collaborative activities. These
improvements also increased their engagement with ‘problem-space’ and
’solution-space’ that led towards more artefact maturity. Research findings from
this study can help the development of cutting-edge haptic-based collaborative
virtual environments in architectural education and associated professions.
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T
he early conceptual phases of the design process are often characterized
by fuzziness, coarse structures and elements, and a trial-and-error pro-
cess. Craft and Cairns (2006) mentioned that during the early concep-
tual design stages the chances of correcting errors are the highest, and the use
of low-expenditure sketches and physical models is crucial. Cross (1999)
asserted that the thinking processes of the designer hinge around the relation-
ship between internal mental processes and their external expression and rep-
resentation in sketches. Cross (2007, p. 33) further acknowledged that
designers have to have a medium “which enables half formed ideas to be ex-
pressed and to be reﬂected upon: to be considered, revised, developed, rejected
and returned to”.
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Using current CAD tools can have detrimental eﬀect on designers’ reasoning
procedures, thereby hampering their cognitive activities (Ibrahim & Pour
Rahimian, 2010). Existing literature highlights that the intangible and arduous
user interfaces of current CAD systems are the two major issues which hamper
designers’ creativity during conceptual design phase (e.g. Bilda & Demirkan,
2003; Kwon et al., 2005; Pour Rahimian, Ibrahim, & Baharuddin, 2008). In
addition, Kwon et al. (2005) noted that Virtual Reality (VR) oﬀers a better in-
sight of 3D objects by providing direct drawing and editing through 3D inter-
action media. They support Fiorentino et al.’s (2002) idea that VR can oﬀer
the ideal interface for ‘free’ artistic visualization through linking creative ex-
perimentation and accurate manufacturing-oriented modelling. Although,
VR 3D sketching interfaces have already been used in some other design ﬁelds
such as industrial design (Ding, Zhang, Peng, Ye, & Hu, 2005), the idea is still
new in architectural design studies. This paper reports on a feasibility study of
a tangible VR 3D sketching interface as an alternative solution to replace
conventional CAD systems during the conceptual design phase.
This paper reports a conducted empirical experiment for reaﬃrming eﬃciency
of the proposed system in the conceptual architectural design phase, and pres-
ents the results of a comparison study on design activities between a VR based
simple and tangible interface and a traditional pen and paper sketching inter-
face. Here the traditional sketching method is selected as a baseline for com-
parison with a proposed 3D sketching design interface. The purpose was to
reveal the cognitive and collaborative impacts of the proposed design system.
Five pairs of 5th year architecture students experienced with the traditional
design and CAD systems were selected as participants for this experiment.
During the experiment, protocol analysis methodology (Dorst & Dijkhuis,
1995; Ericsson & Simon, 1993; Foreman & Gillett, 1997; Lloyd, Lawson, &
Scott, 1995; Sch€on, 1983) was selected as the research approach and data
acquisition method.
1 VR 3D sketching and cognitive approach to designing
Kan (2008) deﬁned design (as a noun) as a series of decisions which expose the
relationship of geometries, materials and performance. Kan clusterd some of
design activities as: thinking and knowing (Cross, 2007), free-hand sketching
and interactions (Lawson, 1997), social construction of design solutions
(Minneman, 1991) and designing-by-making (Jones, 1970). Goldschmidt
and Porter (2004) deﬁned designing as a cognitive activity which entails the
production of sequential representations of a mental and physical artefact;
and Tversky (2005) noted that when constructing the external or internal rep-
resentations, designers are engaged in spatial cognition process in which the
representations serve as cognitive aids to memory and information processing.
Sch€on (1992) asserted that with execution of action and reﬂection, each level of
representation makes designers evolve in their interpretations and ideas for
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design solutions. Such cognitive approach to designing considers design media
as something beyond a mere presentation tool. In this approach, reﬂections
which are caused by design media are expected to either stimulate or hamper
designers’ creativity during design reasoning.
1.1 Creativity
The term, ‘creative’, is usually used as a value for design artefacts (Kim &
Maher, 2008). Yet, according to Visser (2004), in cognitive psychology discus-
sions, creativity is often linked to a design activity which also comprises par-
ticular procedures that have the potential to produce creative artefacts.
Cross and Dorst (1999) deﬁned a creative design procedure as a sort of non-
routine designing activities that usually are diﬀerentiated from the others by
the emergence of some considerable events or unanticipated novel artefacts.
Kan (2008) asserted that design process should be evaluated with the level
of its creativeness. According to Kan, generating idea and creativity could
make some common senses. On the other hand, Finke, Ward, and Smith
(1992) acknowledged creativity, not only as a mere unitary process, but also
as a result of diﬀerent mental processes which totally lead design process
towards the phase of creative insight and discovery. He posits that
creativity should comprise of initiative stages in which mental representations
of ‘pre-inventive structures’ are formed.
‘Unexpected discoveries’ model in Suwa, Gero, and Purcell (2000) is a more
developed tool for measuring design creativity. They introduced unexpected
discoveries as some perceptual activities of articulating tacit design semantics
into visuo-spatial forms through unanticipated ﬁndings by the later inspec-
tions. Goldschmidt and Porter (2004) believe that unexpected discoveries
(which happen when a designer perceives the depicted items) are some re-
sults of external representations that are more important than the represen-
tations per se. Suwa et al. (2000) considered unexpected discoveries as the
stimuli which force design process to develop and evolve the ‘solution-space’.
They argued that there is an iterative interaction between development of the
‘solution-space’ and sparking new ideas about the ‘problem-space’. ‘Situa-
tive-invention’ is another key factor for improving design process. According
to Suwa et al. (2000), situative-inventions refer to the actions in which a de-
signer goes beyond the initial deﬁnitions of the problem-space. In their ex-
planation, by the situative-inventions, designers form new goals for the
solution-space to grab the signiﬁcant parts of the design problem and go be-
yond a synthesis of solutions that suits the given requirements. On the other
hand, Cross and Dorst (1999) posited the modelling of the design creativity
as a co-evolution for both problem and solution spaces. Co-evolutionary de-
sign is an approach to problem-solving deﬁned by Maher, Poon, and
Boulanger (1996). In this approach, the design requirements and design ar-
tefacts are formed disjointedly while mutually aﬀecting each other. Kim and
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Maher (2008) asserted that in this approach the changes of the problem have
eﬀect on the designer’s insight on the solutions.
1.2 Spatial cognition using tangible user interfaces in
VR 3D sketching
Tangible user interfaces (TUIs) is an expression to represent a technology in-
cluding digital information and physical objects to virtually mimic an absolute
environment. Kim and Maher (2008) deﬁned the characteristics of TUIs similar
to what is deﬁned earlier for the graspable user interfaces by Fitzmaurice, Ishii,
and Buxton (1995). Both studies deﬁned ﬁve fundamental properties for such
systems as: space-multiplex for input and output systems, simultaneous control
and manipulation of all components in the interface, high technology tools,
spatially responsive digital tools, and 3D re-conﬁgurability of the tools.
According to Kim andMaher (2008), as opposed to a simple time-multiplexed
technology which is used in ordinary input devices (e.g. a mouse), the main ad-
vantages of TUIs is the space multiplexing input technology which is able to
control various functions at diﬀerent times. One instance of such machinery
is haptic technology. In computer science discussions, the term ‘haptic’ relates
to the sense of touch. In other words, this is a technology which unites the user
to a digital system by simulating the sense of touch and applying force-feed-
back, vibrations, and motions to the user (Basque Research, 2007). This phys-
ical interaction with real world is the quality that Stricker, Klinker, and
Reiners (2001) describe as the technology which reinforces human’s cognition
by interaction from the physical world. Considering aforementioned capabil-
ities, this study believes that haptic technology can provide an advanced TUI
for designers.
In haptic technology, the sense of touch is not limited to a feeling and it facil-
itates a real-time interactivity with virtual objects. According to Brewster
(2001), haptic technology is a huge pace in VR area since it allows users to uti-
lize their touch sense to feel virtual objects. Brewster argues that although
touch is an extremely powerful sense, it has so far been abandoned in the dig-
ital world. Therefore, this paper focused on the role of force-feedback facili-
tated by SensAble Technology TUIs in forming designers’ spatial cognition.
This paper focusses on the eﬀects of the proposed tangible VR 3D sketching
interface on designers’ collective cognitive and collaborative design activities.
2 Comparing VR 3D sketching and traditional sketching
This section presents the developed methodological framework besides the de-
tails of the conducted experimental protocol analysis for testing the proposed
VR 3D sketching interface. It comprises comprehensive explanations of the
conducted ﬁve-step protocol analysis study including: 1) conducting experi-
ments, 2) transcribing protocols, 3) segmentation procedure, 4) developing cod-
ing scheme and encoding protocol data besides developing research hypotheses,
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and 5) selecting strategies to analyze and interpret the encoded protocols. The
section ends with the explanation of the adopted strategies for validation
and reliability.
2.1 Experimental protocol analysis for testing VR 3D
sketching design interface
This study proposes a simple and tangible VR based design interface as an alter-
native solution to replace the ordinary CAD systems during conceptual architec-
tural design phase. This section reports the conducted experiment for reaﬃrming
eﬃciency of the proposed system in the conceptual architectural design phase.
The study conducts a comparison between design activities of a VRbased simple
and tangible interface and a traditional pen and paper sketching selected as the
baseline interface. The comparison focuses on the designers’ collective cognitive
and collaborative activities when working on the similar design tasks.
Five pairs of 5th year architecture students experienced with the traditional de-
sign and CAD systems were selected as participants for this experiment. Each
pair was required to complete two design tasks which entailed traditional and
3D sketching design media, sequentially. During the experiment, protocol
analysis methodology was selected as the research method and data acquisi-
tion instrument to explore the eﬀects of the diﬀerent media on designers’
spatial cognition and collaboration.
2.1.1 Development of research instrument, 6DOF in
SensAble haptic devices vs. traditional sketching tools
The baseline traditional conceptual design package comprises design pencils
and pens, butter papers, and simple mock-up materials e.g. polystyrene as
well as drafting tables and chairs. On the other hand, the proposed VR based
digital design package consists of a tablet PC for supporting designers’ prelim-
inary design ideations and a desktop PC for supporting actual 3D sketching
design process. Both systems are shown in Figure 1.
Commercial software, Adobe Photoshop, was installed on the tablet PC to
provide the layering ability that was available in the traditional sketching
Figure 1 Prepared traditional (left) and 3D sketching (right) design settings. Source: Pour Rahimian & Ibrahim, 2009
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system. Designers therefore were able to produce preliminary sketches directly
on the screen of the tablet PC. The utilized desktop PC was attached to
a 6DOF SensAble haptic device to support force-feedback and vibration.
The experiment used an evaluation version of ClayTools software as the ba-
sic environment for the modelling and spatial reasoning. ClayTools is a VR
based software application which is designed for being integrated with SensA-
ble haptic devices. The experiment expects the used 6DOF coordination sys-
tem to solve the common 2D mouse coordination problems. Ultimately, the
system was set up to provide the design interface with the expected simplicity
and tangibility.
2.1.2 Design tasks
In order to test the eﬀects of the interface on all aspects of conceptual design,
the designers were required to perform in two comprehensive conceptual de-
sign sessions for full three hours. Designers were asked to undergo all stages
of conceptual design including: initial bubble diagramming, developing design
idea, and preparing initial drawings. The proposed site was located somewhere
in Serdang city, Malaysia (Figure 2). The goal of the ﬁrst design task was to
design a shopping centre with maximum 200,000 square feet built area satisfy-
ing the speciﬁc requirements. On the other hand, the goal of the second design
task was to design a culture and art centre with maximum 150,000 square feet
built area. In order to make the designers focus on design itself rather than pre-
sentations, during both sessions they were required not to use more than one
color for the presentations and making mock-ups.
2.1.3 Experimental set-ups: traditional session vs. 3D
sketching session
The traditional sessions were held at a design studio while the 3D sketching
sessions were held in an oﬃce which was being used as a VR lab during the
experiment. During both sessions, two digital cameras and one sound recorder
were used to record all of the events. The purpose of the ﬁrst camera was to
record all the drawings which were produced during the test. The other camera
was set up to record the designers’ design gestures and behaviors. Finally,
Figure 2 Proposed site located
in Serdang, Malaysia, Source:
(Pour Rahimian & Ibrahim,
2009)
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a digital sound recorder was used to record the designers’ conversations for
supporting latter transcription purposes. During the experiment, the designers
were asked to sit on one side of the table which was facing both cameras. With-
out interfering with the designers’ thinking processes, the experimenter was
present at the design studio as well as Lab to deal with any unexpected tech-
nical problem. The explained setting is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
2.1.4 Experimental procedure
Prior to starting the experiment, all ﬁve designer groups had to undergo a ten-
hour training to acquire the basic skills in using ClayTools and the haptic
device. During the pre-experiment training, two pairs withdrew from the ex-
periment since they were busy with their school assignments. Nevertheless, ac-
cording to Clayton, Kunz, and Fischer (1998), participation of three groups
was suﬃcient for this kind of experiment. In every session three hours were
allotted to each pair for handling design from the start to the end.
In traditional sketching sessions, all three groups started their work with going
through the design brief and understanding the design tasks. This also in-
cluded a lot of conversations. Afterwards, they started to draw some sketches
Figure 3 Experimental set-up for traditional sessions. Source: Pour Rahimian & Ibrahim, 2009
Figure 4 Experimental set-up for 3D sketching sessions. Source: Pour Rahimian & Ibrahim, 2009
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in order to develop design concept. This stage comprised of some free-hand
sketches in order to discover the spaces. Only after they had done the concept
part, they started to prepare free-hand architectural drawings with almost ac-
curate scale. However, all three groups started to make the models only after
they completed design tasks with all details. This fact raised the assumption
that the three groups of designers were not able to beneﬁt from the modeling
during space development, as they used it as a mere presentation tool.
The 3D sketching sessions also started with reviewing design brief and discus-
sions regarding the design tasks. However, during the 3D sketching sessions,
all three groups allotted a very short time (approximately 30 min) for basic
sketching on tablet PC in Photoshop environment. Contrary to the traditional
sessions, the participating designers moved forward to 3D reasoning in
ClayTools environment very fast. In other words, they moved their initial
sketches from Photoshop to 3D sketching environment and integrated spatial
reasoning with 3D space development. The ﬁnal stage in their design process
was getting 2D drawings from the completed 3D models. Therefore, in 3D
sketching design sessions, 3D models were media of spatial reasoning rather
than mere presentation tools.
For controlling learning eﬀect during two sessions (Bilda & Demirkan, 2003)
two diﬀerent design problems were similar in complexity and type (Kim &
Maher, 2008) and a one-month time gap (Clayton et al., 1998) was considered
between each group’s two sessions. The researcher was present at all sessions
as observer and made no attempt to interfere with the designers’ natural cog-
nitive and collaborative procedures. In addition, as explained in Section 2.1.3,
all design activities and conversations were recorded by digital cameras and
sound recorders. Finally, these records were used as references for latter
data coding and analysis. In other words, the study followed van Someren
et al. (1994) when dividing the protocol analysis study into ﬁve main steps:
1) to conduct experiments, 2) to transcribe protocols, 3) to parse process into
the segments, 4) to encode the segments based on a coding scheme, and 5) to
analyze and interpret the encoded protocols. Following sections will explain
details of steps 2e5.
2.2 Protocol analysis
Subjective and tacit character of design process leads to some challenges for de-
veloping an objective and accurate design quality measurement tool which is
a vital attempt for future improvements (Kan, 2008). Due to the tendency to-
wards objective ways for studying designers’ problem-solving processes, design
protocol analysis is the emerging prevailing method for design studies (Cross,
Christiaans, & Dorst, 1996). Kim and Maher (2008) advocated using this meth-
odology for analyzing and measuring designers’ cognitive actions rather than
using subjective self-reports such as questionnaires and comments.
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As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, this study followed van Someren et al.’s (1994)
suggestions involving ﬁve main steps: 1) to conduct experiments, 2) to transcribe
protocols, 3) to parse process into the segments, 4) to encode the segments based on
a coding scheme, and 5) to analyze and interpret the encoded protocols.Moreover,
despite the variety in protocol analysis strategies, the retrospective content-ori-
ented protocol analysis is selected as the data collection strategy for our research
since this study focuses on designers’ cognitive activities and also the use of con-
current method is impossible for collaborative works (Kan, 2008). Herewith, in
this experiment the designersworked naturally while the entire processes were re-
corded. After completing their tasks, the designers were required to transcribe
their sessions with the aid of the recorded media. Their transcriptions as well
as the recorded media provided the study with the research data.
2.2.1 Strategy in parsing segments and unit of analysis
Suwa, Purcell, andGero (1998) deﬁned parsing segments as the action of divid-
ing the entire design process into smallest units in order to facilitate coding on
the collected data.However, a segmentmight contain a single or several activity
codes. In parsing design procedure into segments, this study followed Ericsson
andSimon (1993)when looking for the changes in occurrence of diﬀerent design
activities. Herewith, the study referred to some cues for segmentation where the
cues are: pauses in the process or conversation, changing in intonation and the con-
tours which correspond to the designers’ information processing model. On the
other hand, the codes assigned to the diﬀerent segments are considered as the
units of analysis as this study focuses on designers’ cognitive and collaborative
actions and the tested hypotheses are relying on their actions.
2.2.2 Coding scheme
In design studies with protocol analysis, coding schemes are needed for deﬁn-
ing diﬀerent action-categories. There are a variety of developed coding
schemes depending on the purpose and the scope of every study. Of the
most comprehensive content-oriented coding schemes is Suwa et al.’s (1998,
2000) coding scheme which is being frequently cited by diﬀerent scholars
(e.g. Bilda & Demirkan, 2003; Kim & Maher, 2008). Suwa et al. (1998) estab-
lished their coding scheme based on human cognitive models. They considered
the content of the process semantically and categorized design actions into
four categories: 1) physical actions, 2) perceptual actions, 3) functional actions,
and 4) conceptual actions. Adding some sub-categories to perceptual and con-
ceptual actions, Suwa et al. (2000) developed the aforementioned coding
scheme. They claimed that during a conceptual design process not only de-
signers synthesize solutions to satisfy initially given requirements (problem-
space), but also they invent new design issues to capture signiﬁcant aspects
of the original problem. Suwa et al. (2000) asserted that some vehicles are
needed for this purpose. According to them, the aforementioned vehicles are
‘unexpected discoveries’ and ‘situative inventions’.
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Although this coding scheme was not originally designed to study a group or
team of designers, Kim and Maher (2008) added some new codes to this
scheme to enable it to include collaborative works as well as individual works.
Their collaborative action category consists of, ‘cognitive synchronizations,
and ‘gesture actions’.
2.2.3 Proposed actions categories, sub-categories
The cognitive coding scheme which is used in this study is borrowed and adap-
ted from Suwa et al.’s (1998, 2000) studies. The developed coding scheme com-
prises main categories from Suwa et al.’s (1998, 2000) coding scheme and
sub-categories developed based on the designers’ diﬀerent actions which
were particular for this study. However, investigating the characteristics of col-
laborative design is highly recommended as it can help researchers understand
how new technologies can be applied into the new workplaces (Maher, Bilda,
& G€ul, 2006). Therefore, this research deals with designers’ collaborative
activities as well as studying their cognitive actions.
This study borrowed and adapted Kim andMaher’s (2008) codes for collabora-
tive activities in order to deal with the design collaboration. Ultimately, the pro-
posed coding scheme characterizes designers’ spatial cognition at ﬁve diﬀerent
levels: physical-action, perceptual-actions, functional-actions, conceptual-actions,
and collaborative-actions. Therefore, this study has ﬁve major action-categories
to code each segment. In this coding process every segment may include one or
more codes. Summary of the developed coding scheme for all ﬁve action-cate-
gories and their sub-categories are presented in Table 1. In the meantime,
more details about the concept of this coding scheme could be found in Suwa
et al.’s (1998, 2000) and Kim and Maher (2008).
Although it is not claimed that the developed sub-categories in this study are
the best possible answers for this kind of research, the authors are conﬁdent
that this coding scheme is capable to embrace all cognitive codes produced
during the experiment. Moreover, since the consequent coding scheme is quite
objective and Suwa et al.’s (1998, 2000) cognitive models are clear enough for
explaining designers’ collective cognition actions, ease of developing hypothe-
ses is the main advantage of the developed coding scheme in this study. The
next section explains all the categories and sub-categories of the aforemen-
tioned coding scheme as well as introducing all developed research hypotheses
for each action category.
2.2.3.1 Physical-actions. In this research, the ﬁrst action category, physical,
refers to the actions that are directly related to physical depictions. This paper
will call them P-actions. Suwa et al. (1998) identify three types of actions for
this category: depiction actions, look actions and motion actions. However, in
order to address the particular needs of this study, we developed six, ﬁve and
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four sub-categories respectively for aforementioned action categories. Detailed
explanation for all sub-categories utilised in this study can be found in Table 1.
In addition, this study followed Suwa et al. (1998) while categorizing the reported
P-actions into “new” and the “other” P-actions’ group. With regards to this cat-
egorisation, in the action index part of Table 1, “n” represents the new P-actions
and “o” represents the other P-actions. In this classiﬁcation, the term “other” re-
fers some physical activates which are only for supporting the other physical ac-
tivities rather than making some noticeable changes on design artefact. For
example, a designer who traces over an existing drawing or creates a mask to se-
lect some parts of the drawing is performing a supportive task. Although these
activities are indispensible parts of the whole design process, their value logically
seems to be signiﬁcantly lower than the value of “new” P-actions.
2.2.3.2 Perceptual-actions. This study deﬁned perceptual actions as those
related to paying attention to the visuo-spatial features of designed elements or
spaces. This paper intend to call this category as Pe-action category. Following
Suwa et al.’s (1998) classiﬁcations this study divided Pe-action category into three
sub-categories as follows: attending to visual features (geometrical or physical at-
tributes) of the objects and the spaces, discovering the spatial or organizational re-
lations amongobjects or spaces, anddiscovering implicit spaces existing inbetween
objects or spaces. However, Suwa et al. (2000) marked some Pe-actions as unex-
pecteddiscoveryactionswhichare strongly interrelatedwithcreativityof thedesign
process (Section 1). In the action index part of Table 1, “Unexp” represents unex-
pected discovery actions and “O” represents the other Pe-actions. Table 1 explains
the whole Pe-action category and their respective sub-categories.
2.2.3.3 Functional and conceptual actions. In this research, the authors fol-
lowed Suwa et al. (1998) in deﬁning functional actions as actions of consider-
ing non-visual information for the depicted objects or for their visuo-spatial
features. In other words, such actions are not given directly in the appearance
of depicted elements or their visuo-spatial features. However, these are some
meanings that designers often associate with visual information. According
to Suwa et al. (1998), functional actions are signiﬁcant parts of designers’
thoughts during design processes. They classiﬁed functional actions into two
sub-categories. The ﬁrst one refers to interactions between solution-space
and people or surrounding natural resources. However, their second sub-cat-
egory of functional actions is regarding to people’s psychophysical or psycho-
logical reactions when they interact with solution-space in the various senses.
The readers could refer to Suwa et al. (1998) for more details of this
classiﬁcation.
The highest level in cognitive actions refers to the conceptual actions. As
Suwa et al. (1998, 2000) asserted, this category comprises some cognitive
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actions which are mental reﬂections of all previous non-visual perceptual
and functional actions. Suwa et al. (1998) classiﬁed such actions into two
major sub-categories: co-evolutions, and set-up goal activities. In this deﬁ-
nition, co-evolutions refer to designers’ preferential (likeedislike) or aes-
thetic (beautifuleugly, goodebad, and so on) evaluation of Pe-actions or
F-actions. Here, set-up goal activities are some cognitive actions which re-
ﬂect the designers’ intentions of performing other cognitive activities.
Onwards, this paper will call Functional-Conceptual action category as
FC-actions. Diﬀerent instances of FC-actions are shown in Table 1. How-
ever, the readers are strongly recommended to see Suwa et al.’s (1998,
2000) in order to ﬁnd insight on the nature of FC-actions utilized in this
coding scheme.
With respect to set-up goal activities, according to Suwa et al. (2000), situative
-inventions of the new design requirements (S-invention) can be considered as
a key for inventing a creative artefact (Section 1.1). This paper intends to call
situative inventions as S-inventions. Suwa et al.’s (2000) coding scheme iden-
tiﬁes those set-up goal actions which are qualiﬁed to be called as S-invention
actions. The index column of Table 1 marked such actions by “S-inv” and the
rest of set-up goal actions by “O”.
2.2.3.4 Collaborative activities. The utilised coding scheme in this study in-
cludes collaborative activities as well as all mentioned cognitive activities. Fol-
lowing Kim and Maher (2008), this paper classiﬁed the collected collaborative
activities into two major categories: 1) collaborative conversations when de-
signers shared their idea about solution-space aswell as problem-space using ver-
bal or visualmedia, and 2) gesture actions when designers used some gestures for
improving collaborations. Following Kim and Maher (2008), this paper intend
to call designers’ collaborative conversations as ‘cognitive synchronizations’.
This study divided cognitive synchronization actions into ﬁve sub-categories
namely proposal, argument, resolution, question, and explanation. The
detailed explanations of all aforementioned sub-categories are shown in
Table 1. This paper calls these codes CS-actions. Among all CS-actions,
Kim and Maher (2008) appreciated the occurrence of ‘proposal’ and ‘argu-
ment’ codes since they can be useful for the development of ‘problem-space’
and ‘solution-space’, respectively.
With respect to gesture actions and following Kim and Maher (2008), this
paper classiﬁed the collected gesture codes into ﬁve sub-categories as follows:
touch, design, point, imitate, and general gestures. The deﬁnitions of all these
actions are shown in Table 1. In the meantime, the readers could ﬁnd substan-
tial details regarding cognitive synchronization actions and gestures in Kim
and Maher (2008).
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2.2.4 Measurement of design protocols and testing
hypotheses
After performing segmentation process and developing the coding scheme,
this study assigned the respective codes to every segment based on the recorded
videos and transcribed media. Tables 2 and 3 respectively are examples of ar-
bitrated data collected during second and ﬁrst groups’ traditional and 3D
sketching sessions. Protocol analysis and interpretation come only after as-
signing related codes to every segment.
Themost prevailingmethod for interpretationandanalysis ofdesignprotocols is us-
ing statistical methods (Kan, 2008). Kan (2008) categorized all protocol data and
coded segments into qualitative andquantitative categories.Qualitative category in-
cludes categorical (nominal) data and the quantitative category comprises duration
(time) of the process. Besides, Kan recommends use of two types of analysis for an-
alyzing design protocols: 1) descriptive statistics (for qualitative data), and 2) infer-
ential statistics (for quantitative data).According toKan (2008), in protocol studies,
scholars usually use descriptive statistics to provide a summary of the protocol data.
In such attempts, the scholars usually present their data in the form of charts and
tables in order to reveal how the designers spend their time throughout the process.
Kan (2008) also asserts that contrary to descriptive statistics, inferential statis-
tics are used when scholars try to test hypotheses for verifying a proposedmodel
Table 2 Arbitrated data of Group 2 in the traditional design session
Seg Transcript P-action Pe-action FC-action CS-action Gesture
18 G : What is the middle
box that you draw, may I
know what it represents?
Inspect-Sheet NewLocation None Question PointGesture
19 B : This is the main
massing, and these are the
columns. This is the
natural ventilation and we
can do something like
“Alamanda”.
None None N.Interactive Speciﬁcation GeneralGestur
20 G : Alamanda is fully ..
natural ventilation!
None None GoalExplicit Argument GeneralGesture
21 G : Is it natural lighting? None None N.Interactive Question None
Source: Pour Rahimian & Ibrahim, 2009.
Table 3 Arbitrated data of Group 1 in the 3D sketching session
Seg Transcript P-action Pe-action FC-action CS-action Gesture
74 A: Why too long? L.Screen N.Visual CoEvoluation Argument Design
75 M: this is for exhibition area. None None N.Interactive Speciﬁcation Point
76 A: 1,2,3,4,5.OK L.Screen N.Relation GoalBrief Argument Point
77 M: Open exhibition. This is for gallery. CreateNew None N.Interactive Proposal Point
Source: Pour Rahimian & Ibrahim, 2009.
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for designing. Therefore, this study also relied on both descriptive and inferen-
tial statistics in order to analyse and interpret the collected data. Graphs and
charts have been employed in descriptive statistics to explore some meaningful
patterns of changes in the participated three groups of designers’ cognitive and
collaborative actions when they transmitted from one designmethod to another.
On the other hand, the inferential statistics was employed for testing the as-
sumed hypotheses. Because of the characteristics of the assumed hypotheses
(see Section 3), this study conducted both types of inferential tests for ‘compar-
ing mean value of variables’ and also for ‘testing the relationship between vari-
ables’. First, for comparison purpose the study used Wilcoxon ranks test
which is equivalent to paired sample t-test for non-parametrically distributed
data. Then, for the purpose of testing relationship, Chi-square test was selected
in the cases in which the independent variables were categorical (nominal) and
the dependent variables were non-parametrically distributed ratio scaled values.
For interpretation of the results, if the calculated value was lesser than the sig-
niﬁcant value of (0.05) the results veriﬁed the relative hypotheses. However, in
order to avoid using toomany technical terms in reporting the results, this paper
respectively uses the expressions of “comparison test” and “relationship test”
instead of using “Wilcoxon ranks test” and “Chi-square test”.
2.2.5 Validation
Clayton et al. (1998) argued that due to the high amount of elicited data
through the experiment, such empirical research methods inherently have
high validity and reliability. In addition, they have some guidelines for
maximising the validity and reliability of the experiment. By following their
guidelines this study adopted its strategy for maintaining validity and reliabil-
ity of the conducted experiment. This research complemented the evidence de-
rived from theory and working models which can increase both validation and
reliability of the results. Moreover, in order to increase the validity of the ﬁnd-
ings, the study repeated the experiment by employing multiple participants for
three times. In terms of reliability, this research employed the same partici-
pants during both traditional and new sessions. Furthermore, it made a one-
month time delay between two trials of each group to prevent the learning ef-
fect bias. To prevent any unduly technical problem, the experimenter reﬁned
the system and trained the participants prior to starting the experiment. Fi-
nally the consistency in changes in spatial cognition across the three pairs
was another evidence for the validation of the claims of this study.
3 Results and analysis of collected empirical protocol
data
Although this experiment started with ﬁve groups, the ﬁnal results were ex-
tracted through performance of three groups who managed to complete train-
ing sessions (Section 2.1.4). This section presents the results and analysis of
data collected during the empirical study which was explained in Section 2.
In reporting the ﬁndings, this paper relied on the observations of the designers’
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behaviours during the experiment and also on statistical analysis of the en-
coded design protocols. Nevertheless, in the interpretations, the impact of
the encoded data is rather high compared to the behavioural observations.
In statistical analysis of the encoded data this study relied on both descriptive
and inferential statistics to analyze and interpret the collected data (Section
2.2.4). The analysis in this chapter mostly hinges around ﬁve diﬀerent levels
of designers’ spatial cognition: physical-action (P), perceptual-actions (Pe),
functional-actions and conceptual-actions (FC), and collaborative-actions.
3.1 Overview of the coded data
Table 4 shows the average amount (mean value) and divergence (standard de-
viation) of segment durations for six sessions by three designer groups as well
as average amount of each design method. For maintaining homogeneity of
the results, this study balanced the total time which every group spent for
each of the sessions. The coded data show signiﬁcant reduction in the average
length of designers’ utterances during 3D sketching process compared to those
in traditional sketching process. Meanwhile, some technical problems which
occurred during 3D sketching session of the second pair made the average
value of their segment duration slightly higher than the average of their tradi-
tional session. Nevertheless, the authors believe that with referring to the sim-
ilarity in occurrence percentage of each action category across the three pairs,
this minor increase can be neglected. Finally, the result of the conduced com-
parison test veriﬁes the mentioned signiﬁcant reduction in the average length
of designers’ utterances during 3D sketching processes (Z ¼ 8.77, p < .001).
All the information about reduction in length of the segments forms the ﬁrst
hypothesis of this study (H1). The concern is whether 3D sketching interface
is able speed up the design process as to encourage the three groups of de-
signers to perform more design activities within particular time or not. The de-
signers’ total cognitive activities during both sessions have been compared in
order to examine H1. The results from the conducted comparison test reveal
that there is a signiﬁcant increase (Z ¼ 11.284, p < .001) in the occurrence
Table 4 Duration of segments for both traditional (Man) and 3D sketching (Digi) sessions
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frequency of external cognitive activities in 3D sketching process
(Sum¼1874.67) compared to those in traditional sessions (Sum¼1277). As
a consequence, the ﬁrst stated hypotheses could be conﬁrmed. Therefore, it
can be inferred that using the proposed 3D sketching design interface, de-
signers can comply rather more cognitive activities compared with those in
the traditional sketching interfaces. According to Kim and Maher (2008)
this could be considered as a good phenomenon since it has potential for oﬀ-
loading designers’ mental thinking processes partly on external world objects.
However, the dependence of the occurrence frequency of the physical activities
on the media type should be checked since conventional digital design tools are
infamous for increasing the amount of P-actions rather than higher levels of
cognitive activities (Bilda & Demirkan, 2003). Table 5 presents the total occur-
rence frequency for all design sessions and the comparisons among them.
3.2 Analysis of designers’ spatial cognition
The aim of this experiment was to discover the diﬀerences between the pro-
posed 3D sketching design methodology and the traditional way of designing.
Hence, the encoded protocols related to the designers’ collaborative activities
were statistically analyzed as well as the protocols of four major cognitive
action-categories, namely physical-actions (P), perceptual-actions (Pe), and
functional/conceptual-actions (FC). Table 6 exposes the averages of the three
pairs’ cognitive activities during traditional sketching and 3D sketching ses-
sions. Besides, as a complimentary analysis meant for tracing the changes
caused by the media transitions, graphs and charts were used to visually dis-
cover the structures of the designers’ cognitive and collaborative behaviours.
3.2.1 The impacts of the proposed 3D sketching interface
on the quality of physical-actions
So far, based on the results coming from the selected sample, this study has one
conﬁrmed hypothesis which infers that utilisation of the proposed 3D sketching
interface is capable to expedite occurrence of cognitive activities during concep-
tual architectural design process. For interpretation of this ﬁnding, the study
Table 5 Occurrence frequency of Cognitive-Activities (CA) for both traditional (Man) and 3D sketching (Digi) sessions
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needs to test the percentage of whole P-actions among the whole cognitive ac-
tions. Table 6 shows decrement for percentage of the P-actions in 3D sketching
sessions (69.1%) in comparison to those in traditional design sessions (74.9%).
The study is concerned whether this decrement is signiﬁcant or not. The con-
ducted relationship test conﬁrms the assumed signiﬁcance (X2 ¼ 12.851, df ¼ 1,
r < .001). As a consequence, the second hypotheses could be conﬁrmed. There-
fore, it can be inferred that compared to the traditional design tools, the proposed
3D sketching interface can reduce the need for performing too many P-actions
which are considered as the least important cognitive design activities.
Figure 5 presents the occurrence frequency percentage of the participating de-
signers’ new and supporting P-actions during both sessions. Here, the third hy-
pothesis (H3) to be tested is related to the productivity of P-actions in
generating new design items. The study expects that using 3D sketching inter-
face will not increase the amount of the supporting P-actions, e.g. tracing over
a drawing in manual works and changing 3D view in digital works. For this
purpose, the relationship test was conducted to determine if there is a signiﬁ-
cant relationship between media type and the occurrence frequency percentage
of the new P-actions among whole physical activities. The initial assumption
for equality of two interfaces was conﬁrmed by the statistical analysis
(X2 ¼ 0.052, df ¼ 1, r > .05).
Table 6 Occurrence frequency percentage of cognitive activities (CA) for Traditional (Manual) and 3D sketching (Digital)
design sessions
Figure 5 Occurrence fre-
quency percentage of the
designers’ New PA and Sup-
porting PA during all six
traditional (M) and 3D
sketching (D) sessions,
(X2 ¼ 0.052, df ¼ 1, r > .05)
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3.2.2 The impacts of 3D sketching interface on occurrence
of perceptual-actions
In the coding scheme developed in this study, two major concerns are related
to Pe-actions. The ﬁrst concern is with the absolute number and the percentage
of occurrence frequency of the whole Pe-actions. The other concern is related
to the occurrence of the unexpected discovery codes compared to the occur-
rence of the other perceptual codes. Figure 6 illustrates the occurrence
frequency percentage of the designers’ unexpected discoveries and the other
Pe-actions during both sessions. Results show that in all 3D sketching sessions,
there is an obvious increase in percentage of unexpected discoveries compared
to the other Pe-actions.
Based on the aforementioned two major concerns, three new hypotheses were
formed as follows:
H4- 3D sketching interface improves perceptual design activities.
H5- In 3D sketching sessions, the designers attend to their designed elements
and spaces more than what they do in traditional sessions.
H6- In 3D sketching design sessions, the designers discover tacit design facts
more than they do in traditional sessions.
Table 6 shows the percentage of Pe-actions for 3D sketching and traditional
sessions. Besides, the relationship test is conducted in order to test H4. Based
on the results from the selected samples, there is no evidence (X2 ¼ 0.046,
df ¼ 1, r > .05) that the percentage of the Pe-actions among entire of the cog-
nitive activities is aﬀected by the type of the two utilised media. The partici-
pants of this research had almost the same strategies for perceiving their
depictions during both sessions. However, the conducted comparison test to
compare total amount of perceptual activities within similar allotted time con-
ﬁrmed H5. In other words, the results revealed that when using 3D sketching
interface, the designers performed signiﬁcantly more Pe-actions (Z ¼ 6.489,
p < .001) compared to what they did during the traditional design sessions.
Figure 6 Occurrence fre-
quency percentage of the
designers’ unexpected discov-
eries (Unex. Disc.), and the
other Pe-actions during all
six traditional (M) and 3D
sketching (D) sessions
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Besides, the conducted relationship test reconﬁrms H6 (X2 ¼ 9.889, df ¼ 1,
r < .01). Based on the results illustrated in Figure 6, the occurrence frequency
percentages of the unexpected discoveries among the whole cognitive activities
in 3D sketching sessions is signiﬁcantly higher than those for the traditional
sessions. The related statistics are summarised in Table 7.
Finally, in terms of visual analysis of the processes, the scatter bars of
Pe-actions in Figure 7 reveal that in the two of the three cases, occurrence
of Pe-actions are more consistent throughout the 3D sketching sessions
Table 7 Occurrence frequency percentage of unexpected discoveries (Unexp.) compared to the total other cognitive activities
(CA) for Traditional (Manual) and 3D sketching (Digital) design sessions
Figure 7 Occurrence frequency scatter bars of designers’ Pe-actions during all six traditional (M) and 3D sketching (D) sessions
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compared with those in traditional sessions. In Figure 7, every single pace in x-
axis represents 10 seconds of session duration for all 6 manual or digital design
sessions. Besides, every single line represents a single Pe-action performed by
the designers. Except for Group 2, the scatter bars show more continuality for
occurrence of lines in 3D sketching sessions rather than manual sessions. Re-
view of the process reveals that the discontinuity in 3D sketching session of
Group 2 was due to technical problems which happened due to insuﬃcient
practice of this group during training sessions. In the meantime, the review
of the process during the last 30 mins shows that the designers ﬁnished the con-
ceptual design in 3D sketching environment and started to prepare 2D draw-
ings in AutoCAD as a part of requirements of the program. Actually, as this
type of work relies on only tracing over the already created models, they were
not expected to perform many Pe-actions. Therefore, the density of bars
started to fade during late times of all three 3D sketching sessions.
3.2.3 The impacts of 3D sketching interface on occurrence
of functional-conceptual-actions
In this section, the designers’ cognitive activities are categorized into three
major categories. The ﬁrst part comprises designers’ evaluations of their
previous physical, perceptual, and functional actions. The second and third
categories belongs to designers’ functional and set-up goal activities. In this
section, regardless of whether those actions are about assigned functions or
their set-up goals, all the codes are analysed under the following two groups:
1) situative-inventions, and 2) other FC-actions. Figure 8 illustrates the
occurrence frequency percentage of all three groups of the codes for all six
traditional or 3D sketching design sessions. From the bar charts in Figure 8,
it can be concluded that although the occurrence tendency of situative-inven-
tions codes is almost the same for all the traditional and 3D sketching sessions,
there is a huge increase for occurrence tendency of co-evolutions codes during
3D sketching sessions compared to those in traditional sessions.
Figure 8 Occurrence fre-
quency percentage of the
designers’ co-evolutions (Co-
evol.), situative-inventions
(S-inv), and the other func-
tional-conceptual (FC) ac-
tions during all six
traditional (M) and 3D
sketching (D) sessions
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Therefore, this study hypotheses three new hypotheses (H7eH9) as follows:
H7- 3D sketching interface improves functionality and thoughtfulness of
design activities.
H8- The reﬂections between design interfaces and the designers’ mind is
rather high in 3D sketching design sessions compared with those in tradi-
tional design sessions.
H9- 3D sketching interface improves designers’ situative inventions during
conceptual architectural design phases.
Table 6 presents the percentage of FC-actions for 3D sketching and traditional
design sessions.Moreover, the relationship test conducted between average oc-
currence frequency of FC-actions during both traditional and 3D sketching ses-
sions conﬁrmedH7 (X2¼ 17.179, df¼ 1, r< .001). Thus, it can be inferred from
the results that occurrence tendency of FC-actions was higher during the pro-
posed 3D sketching session compared with the tendency in the traditional
sessions.
The relationship test conducted between average occurrence frequency of co-
evolution actions during both traditional and 3D sketching sessions also
conﬁrmed H8 (X2 ¼ 53.555, df ¼ 1, r < .001). Thus, it can be inferred that oc-
currence tendency of co-evolution actions is higher during the proposed 3D
sketching session compared with tendency in the traditional sessions. The
related percentages are shown in Table 8.
Based on the results of the relationship test conducted between average occur-
rence frequencies of situative-invention actions there is no evidence that the
occurrence tendency of situative-inventions during both traditional and 3D
sketching sessions diﬀer from each other (X2 ¼ 1.509, df ¼ 1, r > .05). The re-
lated percentages are shown in Table 8. However, H9 was conﬁrmed by the
conducted comparison test between the same variables during a similar allot-
ted time. The results showed signiﬁcant increase for the number of the situa-
tive-inventions during the 3D sketching sessions (Z ¼ 5.454, p < .005).
Therefore, it can be inferred from the results that although the proposed 3D
Table 8 Occurrence frequency percentage of Co-evolutionary actions (Co-evol.), Situative Invention actions (S-inv.) compared
to the total other cognitive activities (CA) for Traditional (Manual) and 3D sketching (Digital) design sessions
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sketching interface did not change the participated three groups of designers’
cognitive patterns in terms of S-inventions, the faster operation capability of
this method helped them to perform more situative-inventions during the sim-
ilar allotted time.
Finally, in visually analysing the processes, the study depicted occurrence of
FC-actions following the same criteria which were explained for scatter bars
of Pe-actions in Section 3.2.2. The provided 6 graphs representing scatter
bars of FC-actions revealed that occurrence of FC-actions is more consistent
throughout all three 3D sketching sessions compared to those in three tradi-
tional sessions. Figure 9 illustrates the aforementioned results for all six
sessions.
3.2.4 The impacts of 3D sketching interface on occurrence
of collaborative activities
In this section, the study presents the results of the designers’ collaborative ac-
tivities namely cognitive synchronization and gesture actions. The overall
characteristics of occurrence tendency of the codes of each group are shown
in Figure 10 and Figure 11. From Figure 10, it can be concluded that com-
pared to the traditional sessions, during the 3D sketching sessions the tendency
for occurrence of designers’ ‘proposal’ and ‘argument’ actions increased. On
the other hand, the same decrement can be seen in the tendency of occurrence
Figure 9 Occurrence frequency scatter bars of designers’ FC-actions during all six traditional (M) and 3D sketching (D) sessions
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for the ‘question’ and the ‘explanation’ codes during the 3D sketching sessions.
It shows that, during the 3D sketching sessions, designers discussed more new
ideas rather than asking each other for explanation about the idea in the mind.
However, from Figure 11 no meaningful pattern could be extracted to identify
the diﬀerences between gesture actions occurred during the 3D sketching and
traditional sessions.
Here, two new hypotheses should be tested for each group of the aforemen-
tioned collaborative activities, i.e. cognitive synchronisations and gesture
actions.
H10- In 3D sketching design sessions, design team members shared design
ideas more frequently than what they did in traditional design sessions.
Figure 10 Occurrence fre-
quency percentage of the de-
signers’ all CS-actions (CS
actions) during all six tradi-
tional (M) and 3D sketching
(D) sessions
Figure 11 Occurrence fre-
quency percentage of the de-
signers’ all gesture actions
(G- actions) during all six
traditional (M) and 3D
sketching (D) sessions
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H11- In 3D sketching design sessions, design conversations are more argu-
mentative and critical than those in traditional design sessions.
H12- 3D sketching interface stimulates designers’ gesture actions during con-
ceptual architectural design process.
H13- 3D sketching design interface strengthens the links between designers’
gesture actions and their spatial reasoning.
The conducted test for comparing the occurrence frequency of the designers’
CS-actions during 3D sketching and traditional sessions conﬁrmed H10
(Z ¼ 5.555, p < .001). Therefore, it can be inferred that compared to those
in the traditional sessions, the designers’ CS-actions increased when they were
working in 3D sketching sessions. Moreover, the conducted relationship test
revealed that the occurrence frequency percentage of the diﬀerent CS-actions
was aﬀected by the type of the utilised media (H11) (X2 ¼ 42.487, df ¼ 4,
r < .001). The related results are shown in Table 9.
However, the conducted test for comparing the occurrence frequency of the
designers’ gesture actions during the 3D sketching sessions and the traditional
sessions did not conﬁrm H12 (Z ¼ 1.89, p > .05); i.e., there is no evidence
that compared to those in the traditional sessions, designers’ gesture actions
diﬀered when they were working in 3D sketching sessions. Moreover, the con-
ducted relationship test revealed that the occurrence frequency percentage of
the diﬀerent gesture actions was independent of the type of the two utilised
media (X2 ¼ 9.432, df ¼ 4, r > .05). Therefore, H13 was not conﬁrmed too.
The respective results are presented in Table 10.
4 Summary of findings and discussion on protocol
analysis experiment
This section presents the discussions on the main ﬁndings of the conducted em-
pirical study that are elicited through veriﬁed hypotheses as well as presented
visual data in form of graphs and charts. The discussions ﬁrstly explore the ini-
tial interpretations based on the observed behaviours of the participating three
groups of designers during bothmanual anddigital design sessions. This section
is expected to help the readers better discover the background of the analyzed
Table 9 Relationship between occurrence frequency percentage of the designers’ all CS-actions and the type of utilised media,
i.e. traditional (Manual) and 3D sketching (Digital)
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codeddata.After presenting the behavioural eﬀects of the utilisedmedia in both
digital and manual sessions, the discussions focused on the eﬀect of utilised
media on the ﬁve diﬀerent levels of the participated three groups of designers’
spatial cognition: physical-actions, perceptual-actions, functional-actions,
conceptual-actions, and collaborative-actions (Section 2.2.3).
4.1 Behavioural observations
During both sessions, the participating 3 groups of designers started by refer-
ring to the design brief in order to get a holistic insight into the given design
problems. Next, they tried to formulise the design requirements by aid of
group discussions. Their discussions involved gesturing and sketching activi-
ties, as well. Afterwards, they started to embody their initial ideas using a va-
riety of the external representation techniques. During both manual and 3D
sketching sessions, they returned to the design brief at certain points and dou-
ble-checked with their produced artefacts to assure fulﬁlment of the design re-
quirements. Some diﬀerences could be noted between traditional and 3D
sketching design sessions even before referring to cognitive and collaborative
protocols. The diﬀerences could be observed during four stages, namely initial
design and bubble diagramming, progressive idea development, collaborative
communications, and all types of motor activities.
First of all, during the initial design and bubble diagramming stages, the partici-
pating 3 pairs of designers using both traditional and 3Dsketching designmedia
used very abstract sketches to share their ideas. However, their reasoning pro-
cess started to diﬀerwhenproposing newdesign ideas. Figures 12 and 13 respec-
tively illustrate two examples of initial sketches created by Group 1 within
manual and digital design sessions.
Although both sketches in Figure 12 and 13 were done by the same group of
the designers, there are two major diﬀerences between them. The ﬁrst diﬀer-
ence which can be equally observed in the sketches of all three groups can
be referred to the way that they sketch. Their designed forms in digital sessions
Table 10 Relationship between occurrence frequency percentage of the designers’ all gesture actions (GA) and the type of
utilised media, i.e. traditional (Manual) and 3D sketching (Digital)
Gesture Actions Total
Touch G Design G Point G Imitation G General G
modGA Manual Count 1 25 67 22 16 131
% modeGA 0.8% 19.1% 51.1% 16.8% 12.2% 100.0%
Digital Count 1 17 78 48 15 159
% modeGA 0.6% 10.7% 49.1% 30.2% 9.4% 100.0%
Total Count 2 42 145 70 31 290
% modeGA 0.7% 14.5% 50.0% 24.1% 10.7% 100.0%
(X2 ¼ 9.432, df ¼ 4, r > .05), (Z ¼ 1.89, p > .05).
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are slightly more complicated and curved than those for the manual sessions.
The authors believe that there is no reason which can support the idea that
sketching on smart board could be more advanced compared to the traditional
way of sketching as they use the same concept in creating the drawings. The
authors rather assume that the concern of diﬃculties in developing more com-
plicated forms in the latter stages may made the participating groups limit
their ideas as to decrease the diﬃculty of making models or drawing the
plan layouts, elevations, or sections.
The other diﬀerence was related to the time that the groups allotted to comply
the initial sketching. Although the average allotted time by all three groups for
this stage was approximately 45 minutes, this time was reduced to less than
30 minutes in digital sessions. Reviewing the recorded videos in order to iden-
tify the cause of this diﬀerence, the study noted that the participating 3 pairs of
Figure 13 A preliminary digi-
tal sketch done by Group 3
Figure 12 A preliminary man-
ual sketch done by Group 3
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designers were more conservative when suggesting new ideas in the traditional
sketching sessions. In contrast, they were more bold to suggest more and more
new design ideas in the 3D sketching sessions. This observation was also af-
ﬁrmed by the results in Section 3.1 when they revealed signiﬁcantly shorter seg-
ments for the designers’ digital design activities as well as showing signiﬁcantly
higher occurrence frequency.
The next category relates the progressive idea development. During this stage
the participating 3 pairs of designers tried to articulate their initial design ideas
by using more explicit representations. Due to the diﬀerence in modelling ca-
pability of the tools that they used, the amount of details that they added to
their design solution was higher in the 3D sketching sessions. The other diﬀer-
ence was related to the way that they evolved their initial concepts. In the tra-
ditional design sessions, all ﬁnal artefacts were more similar to the initial
design ideas (Figure 14). However, the changes during the 3D sketching pro-
cedure were more drastic. The study noted that the designers manipulated
their design artefacts diﬀerently in manual and 3D sketching sessions. The
study posits that the type of media used had some eﬀects on the participating
3 pairs of designers’ reasoning processes.
For the third categorydcollaborative communicationsdthe study observed
a diﬀerence during the design conversations. While the agenda of most of
the conversations during traditional session was about something that they
were going to create, in 3D sketching session, mostly they discussed what
they had already created. Their collaboration diﬀered in some other ways as
well. While collaborations in the traditional sessions were simultaneous, the
participating 3 pairs of designers had to compromise with sequential collabo-
ration when they were sharing the haptic device together.
Finally, with regards to the motor activities, preliminary observations indi-
cated that the participating 3 pairs of designers’ overall communicational ges-
ture actions decreased during 3D sketching sessions. In contrast, due to the
force-feedback provided by the haptic tool, the participating designers’ hands
Figure 14 Sample manual (Left) and digital (Right) design artefacts done by Group 3 within 3 h
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were more engaged with the design solution during 3D sketching sessions.
Relying on the collected design protocols, the next section articulates all these
discussions in a more detailed manner.
4.2 Discussions on the coded data
The results in Table 6 revealed shorter segments and consequently larger num-
ber of performed cognitive activities for 3D sketching sessions. This study re-
lates this ﬁnding to Maher et al.’s (2006) argument regarding the diﬀerence
between creation procedure in digital and manual sessions. They asserted
that although in digital environments the designers are able to duplicate and
move the existing objects, in manual sessions designers always have to draw
or trace over the design objects. From this outlook, developing the objects
needs a longer time in the manual procedures rather than the digital sessions.
Increment in the number of cognitive actions ﬁrstly implies that in 3D sketch-
ing sessions, the participating 3 pairs of designers mostly relied on the external
representation media in order to represent their design ideas in the physical
world rather than enforcing their mind to imagine such a complicated artefact
entirely. According to Griﬃth, Sawyer, and Neale (2003) not only this can help
the designers to manage their own mental power for better articulating the
vague design problem, but it also can help them to achieve a common tangible
idea to share between. Secondly, shorter segments during the procedure im-
plied a higher discontinuity in the participating designers’ reasoning process
and their cognitive actions. Visser (2004) argued that discontinuities in cogni-
tive actions are opportunities for reﬂections and improvements in design prac-
tice. Visser asserted that this improvement is caused by explorations between
the external representation and the designer’s cognitive model of the problem
and solution.
4.2.1 The impacts of the proposed 3D sketching interface
on the quality of physical-action
The test results in Section 3.2.1 showed a signiﬁcant decrement for occurrence
percentage of the participating 3 pairs of designers’ P-actions during the 3D
sketching sessions. This eliminates the concern about the abundance of P-ac-
tion and shortage of higher level actions for the new generation of digital de-
sign media such as VR 3D sketching interface. Moreover, the similar
percentage of new P-actions among all P-actions shows that the number of
the cognitive actions which can lead to the creation of a new design element
is almost the same in both design methods. However, taking into account
that the average segment length in the 3D sketching sessions is signiﬁcantly
lower than those in the traditional sessions, this study posits that the produc-
tion of design elements is much faster in using 3D sketching interface.
The other implication of the aforementioned ﬁndings is related to cognitive psy-
chologydiscussedbyVisser (2004).The lesserpercentageof occurrence frequency
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of the P-actions indicates more reﬂections from physical actions towards mental
processes such asPe-actionsandFC-actions. In otherwords, this shows that their
actions were more integrated with cognition in 3D sketching sessions in which
they perceive and devise mentally as well as dealing with the visual elements.
4.2.2 The impacts of 3D sketching interface on occurrence
of perceptual-actions
The ﬁndings from the analysis of Pe-actions in Section 3.2.2 showed that in 3D
sketching sessions, the participating designers attended to their designed ele-
ments and spaces more frequently. This means that during 3D sketching ses-
sions, the participating 3 groups of designers perceived their artefacts more
frequently compared with when they practiced during the traditional sessions.
Here, continual and iterative perception of the created artefacts can be consid-
ered as evidence of the reﬂections that Sch€on (1983) believes a medium should
have on the designers’ mind.
Moreover, in the same section, the analysis of the Pe-actions revealed a signif-
icant increase for occurrence percentage of the unexpected discoveries during
the 3D sketching sessions. Suwa et al. (2000) related unexpected discoveries to
the new perception of the existing physical objects. According to Suwa et al.
(2000) increase in occurrence of unexpected discoveries can lead to more devel-
opment of solution-space. They asserted that this is a vehicle to convey an ini-
tial design artefact towards its maturity (See Sections 1.1 and 2.2.3). As they
argued, such discoveries pass the solution-spacedthe ﬁnal artefactdthrough
the design process and add many details until it gets to maturity.
Finally,while referring to the scatter bars forvisually evaluating theoccurrenceof
Pe-actions (Figure 7), the study noted more consistency in occurrence of Pe-
actions during the 3D sketching sessions. The authors posit that in 3D sketching
sessions the association of depiction with perception is higher than what is in the
traditional sessions. Relying on the regularity of the perceptions in 3D sketching
sessions, the authors also posit that in the 3D sketching sessions the participating
3 pairs of designers’ perceptions were more intuitive. This intuitiveness can be
considered as an evidence for more reﬂections in actions (Sch€on, 1983) in 3D
sketching sessions.
4.2.3 The impacts of 3D sketching interface on occurrence
of functional-conceptual-actions
The analysis of the design protocols in Section 3.2.3 revealed that in the 3D
sketching sessions the occurrence percentage of FC-actions is signiﬁcantly
higher than those in the traditional sessions. This fact could be anticipated
by referring to the results of our previous action-categories as Suwa et al.
(2000) conjectured that the occurrences of unexpected discoveries and situative
inventions are interrelated. Therefore, since the conducted data analysis noted
signiﬁcant increase for unexpected discoveries in 3D sketching sessions, it
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could be expected to see the same increase in occurrence frequency of the sit-
uative inventions. In addition, Suwa et al. (1998) posited that the increase in
the perceptual actions can cause the increase in co-evolution actions since
most co-evolutionary actions are the preference of the designer for the per-
ceived visuo-spatial features. Finally, since the other FC-actions are mostly
the repeating types of situative inventions, the increase in situative inventions
was expected to increase the other types of FC-actions also.
The increase in occurrence percentage of all FC-actions during 3D sketching
sessions shows that the participating 3 groups of designers were associating
their actions with thinking more than what they did during the traditional ses-
sions. Besides, the analysis of the scatter bars of the FC-actions for all three
groups (Figure 9) showed more consistency during 3D sketching sessions. It
shows that in 3D sketching sessions the participating 3 groups of designers
were more intuitively guided to devise the functions of the spaces. All these
were the diﬀerences to prove that in 3D sketching sessions the participating
3 groups of participating designers received more reﬂections from external rep-
resentation medium (Sch€on, 1983). On the other hand, as explained in Section
1.1, the increased occurrence frequency of situative-inventions and co-evolu-
tionary actions in 3D sketching sessions shows that 3D sketching sessions
have a higher potential for problem ﬁnding; i.e., they are more capable to ex-
tend the initial design brief as to consider more advanced design requirement
to fulﬁl.
4.2.4 The impacts of 3D sketching interface on occurrence
of collaborative activities
In this section the paper discusses occurrence of ‘CS-actions’ and ‘gesture
actions’. The analyses of the results from the collected design protocols in
Section 3.2.4 revealed that the utilised 3D sketching interface signiﬁcantly in-
creased the participating 3 pairs of designers’ collaborative conversations. In
this case, based on what Ibrahim and Pour Rahimian (2010) concluded, this
study posits that more explicit representations in 3D sketching sessions
spurred the acceleration for the occurrence of CS-actions between the partici-
pating 3 groups of designers. Literature acknowledged such collaborative
transactions as a very important part of design process (e.g. Craft and
Cairns 2006;Moum 2006; Peng 2006). Also, the results in Section 3.2.4 showed
that the utilised 3D sketching design interfaces increased the occurrence per-
centage of the ‘proposal’ and ‘argument’ actions among all CS-actions.
From this result, it can be implied that the explicit interface in the 3D sketching
sessions helped the participating 3 pairs of designers to get reﬂections from the
medium and propose new ideas for developing the design artefact. On the
other hand, since they were able to see what the other designer proposed,
they had the opportunity to support or argue the proposed idea. Nevertheless,
in the traditional sessions, the majority of the discussions hinged around the
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questions that the participating 3 pairs of designers asked about unclear depic-
tions and explanations.
In evaluating the occurred CS-actions, Kim andMaher (2008) appreciated oc-
currence of proposal and argument codes since they believe that this can be
useful for development of problem ﬁnding and problem solving, respectively.
They argued that new proposals are the evidences of emerging ideas about the
design requirements so that they can expand the initially deﬁned problem-
space. Moreover, they asserted that the emergence of arguments between
the designers can lead to the reﬁning the design artefact by adding new details
or changing the existing details. Therefore, according to Kim and Maher
(2008) the emergence of the ‘argument’ actions is constant with development
of the solution-space.
However, in terms of the ‘gesture actions’, when comparing 3D sketching and
traditional sessions in Section 3.2.4, no obvious diﬀerence was observed either
in the occurrence frequency of all ‘gesture actions’ or the occurrence percentage
of the diﬀerent ‘gesture actions’. The emergence of the gesture actions were sup-
posed to be stimulated by two factors: 1) emerging motor activates; and 2) the
need for facial protocols where visual or verbal protocols failed in conveying the
meaning. However, while the results of this study indicate that the emergence
of the motor activates increased in 3D sketching sessions, the results also re-
vealed a decrease in occurrence of the questions and explanation actions for
3D sketching sessions. So, this study posits that these two facts have opposite
eﬀects on the occurrence of the gesture actions in digital and manual sessions.
5 Conclusions
The aim of this research was to provide objective and empirical evidence for
the subjective view that proposed VR based 3D sketching interface improves
spatial cognition and collaboration during conceptual architectural design
phase. The focus was on participating 6 designers’ cognitive and collabora-
tive actions and the hypotheses were tested relying on those actions. The co-
des assigned to the diﬀerent segments were considered as the units of
analysis for this study. Although this experiment was made up of three pairs
of designers performing six design sessions in total, the experiment provided
adequate data for observing overall designingly trends and actions. Besides,
the number of three participating groups is similar to the number that
Clayton, Kunz and Fischer’s (1998) suggested in order to guarantee the val-
idation of such Charrette-based experiments. Other than Clayton et al.
(1998), scholars like Bilda et al. (2006), Kim and Maher (2008), Menezes
and Lawson (2006), and Maher et al. (2006) also used 2e3 pairs of designers
as participants, therefore reconﬁrming that the sample size selected in this
study was suﬃcient for inferring the hypotheses via the ﬁndings. Moreover,
this study was guided by Clayton et al.’s (1998) recommendations in validat-
ing the results (Section 2.2.5).
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The main ﬁndings of this study can be classiﬁed into 5 levels so that 1st to 4th
levels relate to the participating 3 pairs of designers’ spatial cognition, whilst
the 5th level regards to their collaborations during conceptual architectural de-
sign process. The studied 4 cognitive levels which are adapted from Suwa et al.
(1998, 2000) are as follows: physical actions, perceptual actions, functional ac-
tions, and conceptual actions. However, the 5th level codes which are bor-
rowed from Kim and Maher (2008) examined the participating 3 pairs of
designers’ collaborative activities looking at their cognitive synchronisations
and design gestures. In brief, the examined collective cognitive codes based
on 6 designers’ performance during 3 digital and 3 manual sessions showed sig-
niﬁcant improvement for their spatial cognition within 3D sketching sessions.
The overall improvement was revealed by recording improvements in all afore-
mentioned 4 cognitive levels. Besides, the examined collaborative codes
showed improvements for our designers’ cognitive synchronisations but not
for their gesture actions during 3D sketching sessions. Taking it into account,
the authors also can claim that 3D sketching relatively improved the partici-
pating 6 designers’ collaboration during conceptual architectural design
process. The aforementioned improvement in all mentioned 5 levels are ex-
plained in following paragraphs.
Firstly, the ﬁndings revealed that 3D sketching interface increased the partici-
pating 3 pairs of designers’ physical actions during conceptual architectural
design process. Besides, the results showed no evidence for decrement of
new physical actions against supportive activities in 3D sketching sessions.
It shows that maintaining the same productivity, the designers managed to
perform more actions during 3D sketching sessions compared to manual de-
sign procedures.
Secondly, the ﬁndings revealed that 3D sketching interface improved the par-
ticipating 3 pairs of designers’ perception of visuo-spatial features, particularly
in terms of unexpectedly discovering spatial features and relationships. Be-
sides, in Section 1.1 this paper explained how Suwa et al. (2000) advocated
the increment of unexpected discoveries as an important cause for developing
solution-space. This paper also paraphrased from Suwa et al. (2000) that this
can lead to emergence of situative inventions and consequently to development
of problem space also.
Thirdly, in terms of functional-conceptual actions of the design process, this
research discovered that 3D sketching interface improved the participating 3
pairs of designers’ problem ﬁnding behaviours as well as improving their co-
evolutionary conceptions of perceptions. Borrowing from Suwa et al.
(2000), the authors called the most important aspect of the problem ﬁnding be-
haviours as ‘situative-inventions’ and argued how the increased percentage of
the co-evolutionary and situative-invention actions could lead to more devel-
oped problem space in 3D sketching design sessions.
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Lastly, in terms of the collaborative activities, this study revealed that the pro-
posed 3D sketching interface was capable to motivate the participating 3
groups of designers to share more ideas together. Moreover, this study ex-
plained how 3D sketching interface is capable to change the type of conversa-
tions from ordinary clariﬁcations to new proposals and arguments. According
to Kim and Maher (2008) this is an evidence for more development of both
problem and solutions spaces.
In conclusion, the authors posit that the emerging VR technologies are capable
of facilitating some senses beyond the visual aspects of design artefacts by of-
fering a new generation of ‘promising’ CAD tools which embrace cognition
and collaboration the during conceptual architectural design process. This
forms a theoretical basis for development of cutting-edge collaborative virtual
environments (Maher et al., 2006) in architectural education and associated
professional remits.
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